Introduction
The Cassini Saturn Mission's operational system enables one of NASA's most complex and challenging deep space scientific missions ever. Cassini is a combined NASA Saturn orbiter and European Space Agency provided Titan atmospheric Probe with 12 orbiter and 6 probe instruments supporting 27 diverse science investigations. Taking advantage of the nearly seven year cruise to Saturn, the Mission Operations System (MOS) post-launch development team at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has implemented a system to support the science phase of the mission that has successfully overcome many development challenges that will face future missions both big and small. Many development challenges revolved around the difficulty of system engineering a large, diverse, highly collaborative operational system that spans 10 US and 4 European operations sites, required the development or adaptation of 84 ground software programs, and required both development and validation of the system in a limited time while simultaneously supporting cruise operations.
Cassini Mission Overview
Launched on October 15, 1997, Cassini will reach Saturn in July 2004. Once at Saturn the mission will execute a highly challenging tour of the Saturnian system over four years that includes 74 Saturn orbits and 44 targeted Titan flybys. Cassini was built in agencies. The Cassini orbiter was built and managed contributions of seventeen nations. The Huygens probe, to be delivered to Saturn's moon Titan early in the mission, was built by the European Space Agency. The Italian Space agency provided The large complement of sophisticated science instruments, each with their own science team, the multitude of scientific investigations, and the ESA Huygens Probe Mission operated in Darmstadt, Germany resulted in a large, geographically distributed science team with varying degrees of operations knowledge and experience at science operations sites.
Cassini Mission Operations System
By plan, pre-launch development of the Cassini MOS was limited primarily to the team and data system capabilities needed for the cruise phase of the mission. The prime objective of the cruise phase was to reach Saturn with a minimum of science activities. All capabilities needed for the four year Saturn Tour, with the exception of those needed to prove the flight system capability pre-launch, were deferred until after the 1997 launch.
The Cassini MOS for the Saturn mission is comprised of 3 Offices (Spacecraft, Mission Support
Services, Science and Uplink), which were further, divided into teams within the Offices. The Cassini MOS Offices and responsibilities are illustrated below.
Cassini Functional Organization
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Subsystems developed by the teams comprised the Ground Data System (GDS) as illustrated below in a high-level functional flow.
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Pre-Launch System Engineering Paradigm
This paradigm was highly successful but also considered costly given available funding and resources. For development of operational capabilities for the Saturn Tour phase of the mission, the development team would be required to fly the mission to Saturn and simultaneously develop the Tour operational capability necessitating more efficient use of resources.
Because there were significant development tasks that had been deferred until the cruise phase of the mission, the project level system engineering function remained significant in scope. Post-launch a new "virtual" system engineering paradigm was instituted with the objectives of reducing cost and increasing productivity. The key characteristic of new system engineering paradigm was the assignment of system-wide engineering responsibilities to the implementing offices and teams at next lower level as depicted below.
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SpaceOps 2004 -Conference "Ownership" for elements of the system was allocated to directly to the offices. Cross-office issues were no longer worked solely by a centralized team, but instead directly between offices. Ownership for all system level elements of the system were allocated directly to the officedteams with ownership assigned to the officeheam which was the most significant stakeholder. Greater efficiency in decision making was gained by moving authority for technical decision making as low as possible in the organization. Table 1 below illustrates the assignment of system level responsibilities pre-launch under the traditional system engineering paradigm and post-launch under the new "virtual" system engineering paradigm. SpaceOps 2004 -Conference system with the system-level engineers functioning as facilitators, system experts, and conflict resolvers.
Operations Process
The system-level engineers retained responsibility for developing and enforcing standards and common development processes including maintaining the software inventory and classifications, documenting system level requirements and waiver processes, overseeing requirements and design reviews, and managing the software/hardware configuration and delivery processes. Some drawbacks however became evident with the new system engineering paradigm including the need for a very high caliber of office system engineers with strong technical, leadership, communication, and decision-making skills. Equally challenging was finding office system engineers able to represent the large number of diverse tasks being undertaken in the offices. Although office system engineers had a responsibility to look at the "big picture" rather than focusing on their own office's needs, this was difficult where office and system needs or priorities were not the same.
There were frequent questions and disagreements about ownership and responsibility for tasks.
Sometimes issues would fall through the cracks because of mis-matched assumptions. Additionally office system engineers at times were not sufficiently empowered by Office Managers to make decisions or recommendations for their offices. A very high level of vigilance was needed to avoid these problems.
Summary
The long development lifetime of the Cassini Mission Operations System afforded an opportunity to compare two significantly different system engineering paradigms and to incorporate a number of different system-level development practices. Benefits of the traditional system engineering paradigm are clear and have been proven over time by many projects. The "virtual" system engineering paradigm employed post-launch allowed additional efficiencies when complemented with a strong cadre of system engineers at the office level and managers who were vigilant in managing to the new paradigm.
